Clouds of Change
I feel the clouds of change a comin’ - a dreamtime vision I see …

It’s a fair weather weekend. The sun is shining and not a cloud to be seen. People are strolling
about enjoying the park just like me. Feeling an intuitive nudge to set my gaze skyward, I notice
clouds clustering. Like a puzzle forming, shapes of dolphin clouds begin filling the sky. It surely
beats any and all types of entertainment ever seen before. Amazing, way cool, and majorly
bizarre!
All the while this is happening I find it strange that no one, other than me, is drawn to looking at
the sky. How can it be that I am thoroughly transfixed and no one else seems to be? While the
dolphin clouds continue forming, I am connecting with what is going on a very deep intuitive
level. Somehow I feel as though I had been handed secret instructions about this time long,
long ago. And now the potential moment had arrived and I was prepared to do my part.
Like Gabriel blowing his horn, the gathering of the dolphin tribe had appeared to signal a new
time at hand, and I knew just what to do. Recognizing the significance of this vision, I began
gathering the people nearby. With a zeal that cannot be contained, I began dancing and
pointing towards the heavens and singing, “The Time is Now, Look up to the Sky.”
With hundreds of eyes now focused above on the dolphin clouds the most unbelievable
happened. Two-by-two all the shapeshifting dolphin clouds became real live dolphins. In their
high-spirited, magical, beaming way they are actually swimming in the sky. It may be difficult
for you to imagine, but join the wave and try. What we knew before as sky has now become
the sea. This mindboggling interplay is divine intervention changing up the world of illusion that
we humans have grown to expect day after day.
Given new eyes to see the entirety of the world, the people of earth are all unified and
partaking in this marvel of monumental proportion. Everyone is dancing in the street in honor
of the shift of ages. Just like that, in the blink of an eye, the world we once knew has melted
away. All of us are celebrating in divine rapture. Yes, everyone! To top it off, after long hours
of jubilee a most magnificent 6-tier rainbow, with colors more brilliant than ever seen, has
arched its way across the sky.
Needless to say, this adventure has shaken everything up. The very ground we stand upon, the
very thoughts we think, the way in which we have lived has transformed. This day marks a
miraculous turning point for the Greater Good of All. This world has been awakened and the
earth reborn. Once and for all, at long last, ALL of HUMANITY has opened their eyes. ALL
KINGDOMKIND  not just humankind  have joined together in dancing the New Dance 

Some folks speak of the end of the world, others a new beginning.
Many are waiting for Christ to appear.
What if the messenger of dolphin were to fill the sky?
Surely that would be an outrageous surprise!

And for celebration dessert
The angels are serving us humble pie!!!!
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